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New service for breeders, stable owners, mobile stable
owners and co.

FREIGHT FORWARDING FOR LARGE
FEED ORDERS - NOW FREE OF
CHARGE!

Ordering feed bags online is quick and easy today. Until now, however, shipping larger quantities of

feed was usually expensive and a challenge for parcel services. Until now: From now on, deuka

companion is expanding its range of services for private breeders, stable owners and owners of

larger poultry flocks. From now on, we will deliver large orders of our feed in our shop by the pallet.

To coincide with the launch, shipping is even completely free of charge until 31.12.2022!

Ordering feed for dogs, cats, chickens, rabbits and horses in large quantities from deuka companion? It's now

very easy: Especially for private breeders, stable owners and poultry farmers with mobile stables, we now offer
delivery by forwarding agent! DHL/Deutsche Post will deliver the pallets directly to your barn or home - very

easy and convenient. To use this service, the minimum purchase is six bags or 120 kg.

Special offer for the launch: free shipping!
To mark the launch, we're going one better: until 31 December, shipping is free of charge! So order the

best feed from deuka companion for your horses, chickens, rabbits, dogs or cats directly, quickly and

cheaply - it's worth it!

Best feed, less packaging waste
The forwarding of our feed is not only practical, but also environmentally friendly: for a subsequent delivery,

DHL collects the empty Euro pallet and uses it again for shipping. This cycle reduces packaging waste and

thus protects the environment. Get an additional ten percent discount on orders of 15 bags or more - so

you can take even better care of yourself for a long time to come.

Order food directly from the deuka companion shop: To the webshop
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